iConnect® Cloud Archive
Store and access medical images securely in the cloud

More than
83% of hospitals

can require that image data be stored for years. If only you could store

and health systems

images efficiently and cost-effectively without sacrificing access or security.

are using the
cloud now.

Each year, countless hours and dollars are spent archiving diagnostic
images. A single image can require 2GB or more in storage and regulations

Now you can.
How We Help You
iConnect Cloud Archive provides a long-term, cloud-based storage option.
Images are stored securely, in multiple locations and are accessible
anywhere, any time. And as your storage needs grow, you can simply
add capacity in the cloud instead of adding onsite storage hardware,
management and bandwidth.

iConnect Cloud Archive

allows users to securely store and access medical images through the cloud.
With iConnect Cloud Archive you can...

Store any medical
image, including
both the active copy
and the disaster
recovery copy

Access images
whenever and from
where ever you need

Merge Interoperability
Solution Suite
iConnect® Enterprise Archive
A vendor neutral archive (VNA) to
create an enterprise imaging strategy.
iConnect® Access Universal Viewer*
A zero-download, diagnostic
quality image and XDS viewer for
referring physicians.
iConnect® Access Image Sharing
Limited-license module to
efficiently view and share DICOM,
non-DICOM and relevant prior
images and upload CDs.
iConnect® Network Services
An advanced imaging network that
enables the exchange of imaging
information electronically to meet MU2.

Reduce costs by
paying only for the
capacity you need

Reduce IT storage
management and
support costs

Protect data through
built-in backups &
disaster recovery

Merge Interoperability Solutions
The iConnect Enterprise Clinical Platform is the only comprehensive
solution for collecting, archiving, viewing, sharing and exchanging
images—anywhere, any time—and enables enterprise imaging to reduce
or eliminate barriers in healthcare efficiency. True interoperable image
exchange is a key component to deliver secure and timely access to
patient information regardless of location and affiliation. This reduction
in time and cost is beneficial to healthcare providers, physicians
and patients.
With iConnect, you can leverage existing applications, and widely-used
web and healthcare technology standards to create a vendor-neutral
interoperable environment. Providers and physicians benefit from the
platform’s scalability, from simple image viewing to enterprise-level
management and integration of diverse image sources and applications.

iConnect® Cloud Archive
A cloud-based image storage and
management solution.

*iConnect Access is not FDA-cleared
for diagnosticuse on mobile devices.
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